HISTORICAL FICTION

The Yellow Bird Sings by Jennifer Rosner
The Night Watchman by Louise Erdrich
The Water Dancer by Ta-Nehisi Coates
Cold Mountain by Charles Frazier
Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan
Lincoln in the Bardo by George Saunders
The Alice Network by Kate Quinn

GOTHIC FICTION

The Turn of the Key by Ruth Ware
The Clockmaker’s Daughter by Kate Morton
The Historian by Elizabeth Kostova
The Thirteenth Tale by Diane Setterfield
Prince Lestat by Anne Rice
Beloved by Toni Morrison
Fingersmith by Sarah Waters

ENTERTAINER AUTOBIOGRAPHIES AND BIOGRAPHIES

Me by Elton John
Open Book by Jessica Simpson
Who Am I? by Pete Townshend
Medium Raw by Anthony Bourdain
Reckless Daughter: a Portrait of Joni Mitchell by David Yaffe
Nevertheless by Alec Baldwin
I Can’t Make this Up by Kevin Hart
Leonard
By William Shatner

Carrie Fisher: a Life on the Edge
By Sheila Weller

The Good Neighbor: the Life and Work of Fred Rogers
By Maxwell King

Born to Run
By Bruce Springsteen

Unsinkable: a Memoir
By Debbie Reynolds

All That Heaven Allows: a Biography of Rock Hudson
By Mark Griffin

Just Kids
By Patti Smith

How to Forget
By Kate Mulgrew

Born with Teeth
By Kate Mulgrew

Bossypants
By Tina Fey

The Turn of the Screw
By Henry James

The Haunting of Hill House
By Shirley Jackson

Rebecca
By Daphne Du Maurier

Sing, Unburied, Sing
By Jesmyn Ward

The House of the Spirits
By Isabel Allende

The Shadow of the Wind
By Carlos Ruiz Zafon

The Stranger Diaries
By Elly Griffiths

The Distant Hours
By Kate Morton

The Pioneers
by David McCullough

The Nightingale
by Kristin Hannah

This Tender Land
by William Kent Krueger

A Long Petal of the Sea
by Isabel Allende

A Dangerous Fortune
by Ken Follett

The Killer Angels
by Michael Shaara

Before We Were Yours
by Lisa Wingate

The Tattooist of Auschwitz
by Heather Morris